Greetings!
The second year of Pathways intervention in our Lakota schools is rapidly nearing its end.

In review, efforts have resulted in two trainings each with Food Service, PE teachers, and curriculum/pod teachers. Family Fun Events in all six schools, Family/PE classes in all six schools, follow-up contacts with Food Service, teachers, and administrators. Throughout all activities evaluations were done and data collected.

In March and April, Pathways' End of the Year Celebrations are planned in all of the 4th grade classrooms. It will be a time for the 4th grade students, teachers, PE teachers, and Food Service to "shine." We are looking forward to an enjoyable experience as we remember the fun everyone has had in Pathways this year and celebrate the progress that's been made.

We would like to welcome our new Survey Coordinator, Elizabeth Kingi, who will be in charge of all Process Evaluation/Data Collection activities. March, April, and part of May will be extremely busy with Data Collection and Process Evaluation responsibilities. Please extend a warm handshake and a smile to Liz and the Data Collection teams as they visit your schools, children, and staff.

By the end of May, Pathways staff and the schools across our beautiful Lakota homelands can look back on the 1998/99 school year with good memories and satisfaction. We wish everyone an enjoyable, active, healthy Summer and look forward to working with you again in the Fall.

Toksa ake wacinyakin kte.

Helping Hands quilt carries such wonderful memories

Families playing together is such fun!